Charging the Unit
The stock recorder comes with a cradle (some mes called a docking sta on) that’s used for charging the internal
ba ery and for transferring data between the unit and the computer.

Charging the stock recorder
1. Connect the power cord to the port in the back of the cradle and plug the other end into the mains power.
2. Dock the Stock Recorder into the cradle to allow it to charge. A small green light on the front of the stock
recorder will flash during charging.
3. Allow at least four hours to fully charge the ba ery from scratch.

Charging a spare baƩery
The cradle has a ba ery charger built into the back. When the stock recorder has only 5%
remaining charge then a warning screen will suggest recharging the unit or changing to a
new ba ery.

Changing the baƩery
Access the stock recorder ba ery by removing the panel on the back of the unit.
1. Exit FarmWorks and switch oﬀ the stock recorder.
2. Find the fasteners on the back of the unit,
close to the bo om.
3. Turn the fasteners out and upwards.
4. Gently pry the panel from the bo om.
5. Pull out the ba ery and replace.
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Learn the Keyboard

1. Switch on the stock recorder by holding down the Power bu on for a second.
2. Turn oﬀ by pressing the Power bu on once.
3. Press the ShiŌ key once to type a capital le er. Press the ShiŌ key twice to turn on Caps Lock so all le ers are
capitalized. Press the ShiŌ key a third me to turn oﬀ Caps Lock.
4. To adjust the sound press the blue FuncƟon bu on twice, then press the + (plus) volume key in the centre to
increase the volume or the - (minus) key to decrease the volume. Press the blue FuncƟon bu on once more
when finished.
5. As a general rule the Enter bu on should be used to move from one field to another instead of tapping on
the screen. This ensures that the data is processed and saved correctly.
6. If the keyboard stops func oning look on the bo om toolbar on the screen to see if the Ctrl, ShiŌ or Alt key
has been le on by mistake. Push the oﬀending key again to turn it oﬀ.
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